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1. INTRODUCTION 
This is a continuation of the author’s paper [93 concerning the 
scattering operator for time-periodic Schriidinger equations. We study here 
properties of the scattering operator, and in particular we prove that the 
scattering matrices have smooth integral kernels and that they decay as the 
energy jump. 
We consider the SchrSdinger equation with a time-periodic potential: 
i-&,X)=(--d+ Vt,x))$(t,x), $(~,.)EZ=L’(R”), (1) 
V( t + Co, x) = V( t, x), 
where o is the period of the potential. We suppose that V satisfies 
Assumption (B). V(t, x) is a real-valued P-function on R x R”, and 
there is 6 > + such that for any tl and k, 
la; a: v(t, x)l G cak cx) -(*a+ w 
We suppose 6 < $ for technical reasons. 
In [9], we supposed, for /3 > 0, 
Assumption (A)@. For some 6 > 4 and p > n, t I-+ (x)‘” . V(t, x) is an 
(LP(R”) + L”(R”))-valued C1+8-class function of t. 
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Of course, (B) implies (A),, and all the results of [9] remain valid 
under Assumption (B). Under these assumptions, (1) generates a family of 
evolution operators U(t, s), t, s E R, the wave operators defined by 
W k (s) = ,s_;lirn, V( t, s)) ’ exp( - i( t - s) H,), H,=-A (2) 
- 
exist and are complete, 
Ran W+(s) = GP’( U(s + o, s)) (sER) 
(see[ll, 4, 7]), and the scattering operator defined by 
S(s) = w+(s)* W.-(s) 
(3) 
is unitary. The main result in [9] may be stated as follows: since I’(& X) is 
time-dependent, our system does not conserve the energy in general, 
and hence S(s) does not conserve the kinetic energy, i.e., [S(s), H,] # 0. 
Nonetheless, if the energy of the incoming wave is non-resonant, the energy 
jump of the outgoing wave is weak: 
THEOREM 1 [9]. Let (A)p be satisfied, and let the exceptional set 
Suppose that J is a compact subset of R such that Jn 6’ = 0. Then for any 
E < a, 
IIf’~,:,>.~(H,) S(s) PAHdII G CE-(“4+c) (E>O), 
where{ P,(H,)} is the spectral measure of H,. 
In this paper, we shall elaborate this theorm as follows: we denote by 
r(p) the trace operator z(p) $(x) = It/(x) (x E pS”- ‘), H’(R”) I-P L’(pS”- ‘) 
(a>$), and define p(l): L$(R”)HL~(,I”~S”-~)EX(~) by p(J)= 
2 - 112~ - WT(~1/2) qx _ e if I > 0 and &A) = 0 if I < 0 (& _ c denotes the 
Fourier transform). Then it is well known that (F((n), %(A), dl) provides a 
spectral representation of H,, i.e., P,(H,)=l,F((I)* F(A) dl (Q: a Bore1 
set of R) as a form on Lz(R”) (a > f). By virtue of the time-periodicity, we 
have [S(s), exp( -ioH,)] = 0, and hence S(s) has the following represen- 
tation (cf. Section2 of [9]): 
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s = c s,(n), 
P 
S,(n):.%(qH%- A-Zp . ( ) 
We call {$J1)} scattering matrices. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose Assumption (B) is satisfied. Then 
(i) for A$&, PLO, th ere exists S’,(n; 5, 5’) E P((n - (27r/o)p)“* 
S”-’ x A’/*S-‘) such that 
(4) 
(ii) if J is a compact subset of R and Jn d = a, for any a, /?, and N 
there is a constant C= C(J, u, /3, N) such that 
(iii) for any 2 E R\b, there is &,(,I; 5, <‘) E C”(I1’*SP x l’I*S”-‘\D) 
such that (4) is satisfied with p=O, where D= { (<, 5): ~EA~/*S~-‘}. 
The existence of the integral kernel of S-matrix for time-independent 
Schrodinger equations is well known and several proofs are available (see 
Reed and Simon [IO], Agmon Cl], Isozaki and Kitada [S, 61, and 
Amrein and Pearson [2]), and Theorem 2 may be considered as an 
extension of these theorems to time-periodic systems. 
For proving Theorem 2, we first reduce the problem to that for a certain 
time-independent system using the Howland-Yajima method (see Sec- 
tion 2). Then we modify the scheme of Isozaki and Kitada [S, 61 for our 
case to obtain smooth kernels s,(J; r, l’): we define the time-periodic 
modifiers A *(t) such that they do not alter the wave operators W,(s) 
(Section 3) and we prove a micro-local resolvent estimate in Section 4. 
Using these we shall prove a representation formula for S(s) in Section 5. 
Then Theorem 2 will be proved by combining them. 
Notations. We shall use the following notations in the paper. 
We denote the set of integers by Z, natural numbers by N, and reals by 
R. We write R” for the Euclidean m-space and T for the torus R/oZ. 
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For a Hilbert space %‘, we write LP( T, &) for the S-valued Lp-space 
on T. For a pair of Banach spaces X and Y, B(X, Y) denotes the Banach 
space of all bounded operators from X to Y, and B(X, X) = B(X). Lz(R”) 
denote the weighted L*-space of order c1 on R”. 
For a function F= F(x), we often denote the operator of multiplication 
by F(x) by the same symbol F. We write (x) = (1 + Ixl*)“* and 
i-x/lx1 ES”-’ for XER”. i3;, as, and D, mean (a/ax)‘, (8/8~)“, and 
( l/i)( a/ax), respectively. 
9 .~ _ ; denotes the Fourier transform from R”,-space to R;-space: 
% +r~ denotes the Fourier series expansion of cp on T z [IO, 0): 
(%+,cp), =w-‘I2 I w exp( - i2n4w) q(t) dt. 0 
For an operator A E B(L*( T, %)), (3 +flA S;:,,,),, E B(x) denotes the 
(p, v)-component of ~+PA9;J,~B(Z2(S)). 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let H(t) (Ho resp.) be the self-adjoint operator defined on &? by 
-A + V(t, x) ( -A resp.) with D(H) = D(H,) = H*(R”). Under Assumption 
(B), it is well known that (1) generates a family of evolution operators: 
PR~~~ITI~N 2.1. There exists a family of unitary operators { U(t, s): 
t, s E R} such that 
0) (t, s) t-9 U( t, s): strongly continuous 
(ii) U(t+w,s+w)= U(t,s) 
(iii) U(t, s) H*(R”) = H*(R”) 
f U(t, s)lj = -iH(t) U(t, s)l+b 
where t, s E R, 9 E H*(R”) and the derivatives are taken in the strong sense in 
L*(R”). 
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For the proof, see Reed and Simon [lo, Sect. X-121. 
Following Yajima [ 1 l] and Howland [3,4], we set &- = L*( T, &‘) r 
L*( TX R”) and deline self-adjoint operators K and K, by 
Then it is not difficult to see that they satisfy 
(exp(-iuK,)ll/)(t)=exp(-iaH,) $(t--a) 
(exp(-iaK)$)(t)= U(t, t-a) $(t-o) 
with + = {t,/?(t): ZE T, $(I) E Z} E x, and hence 
(exp(iaK) exp( -io&)$)(t) 
= U( 2, t + a) exp( - iaH,) Ic/( t). 
Thus the existence of the limits (2) implies that of the wave operators “w, 
for the pair (K, K,), and 
(“w; $1(t) = W,(r) e(t). (6) 
Moreover, (3) and (6) imply the completeness of W+ [ 11 J: 
Ran 7y; = sac(K). 
It follows that the scattering operator defined by Y= W*+ W- is 
unitary. Define F(A): L*( T, Li) H 0, < tm,2njl %(A - (27r/o)p) E g(A) by 
(41) VII = m - (w3)P) (Cfi !P)P. Then (F(A), g(A), dA) provides a 
spectral representation of K,, and the scattering matrix g(A): 
g(A) I--+ g(A), for the pair (K, J&J, is defined by 
F(A)Y = S(A) F(1) (1 E R\b). 
Let %0 and @ be operators on % defined by 
(~o~)(t)=exP{-i(t-s)H,} #(t) (t 6 co, @)I 
t@+)(t) = WC s) rl/(t) (t E lx, 0))9 
where $ E Z, s is any fixed initial time, and we have identified T with 
[O, 0). The next proposition follows from (6). 
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PROPOSITION 2.2. On X E L*(T) @ L*(R”), 
w’w*4Yo = 10 W,(s) 
%‘,‘P?#~ = 10 S(S). 
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We prepare one more proposition on the resolvent of K: 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let (A), be satisfied. Then, for any JC R\b: compact 
and NEN, 
This is a simple consequence of Proposition 3.2 (and its proof) of [9]. 
3. OPERATORS A+ 
Here we construct operators A + on X such that 
T+ =KA+ -A+K, (7) - 
are asumptotically small on incoming/outgoing subspaces, and that A + do 
not alter the wave operators as modifiers, i.e., 
s - lim exp( iaK) A f exp( - iaK,) = Wk . 
r--r fee 
(A,fMt)=A,(t)f(t) (CT+ f)(t)= T,(t)f(t) rev.) (tE 0 and A,(t) 
(T,(t) resp.) are pseudo-differential operators with symbols a 5 (t, x, 5) 
(t+(t, x, 5) rev.): 
(T+(t)+)(t)= (2n)-“” j exp(ixt) t,tt, x, t)t&_5$)tt) &. (9) 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let (TV + , 02+, y, and R be constants so that - 1 < 
+G,+ < 102+ - _ <l, y>O, and R>O. Then there exist a,(t,x,<)= 
a+tal+,~2+,h R; t, x, e) such that 
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(i) for any indices k, a, /I 
18 8; a{ a,(6 4 511 
<Cc,,,(~>-‘~’ (xp (t E R x, t; E R”), 
1% 8: af(a,(t, x7 5)- l)l 
~cc,,,(~)-'-lBl (X)-lal-(26-I) (cER, x, PER”; +.hf30,+), - 
a+(& x, 5) 
=o (r E R x, t: E R”; ItI < Y or I.4 < RI, 
(ii) the symbols t +(t, x, 5) are given by 
and they satisfy 
Ia: a; aft,(t,x,r)l dcklxB+-l+ (~)I+' (PER, x, PER"), 
la: a3p.0, x, 01 ckrrBNw-N w-ffi1 
(?ER,x,~ER”; +ii-&+, ori&q,). 
ProoJ: We consider equations 
+iV(t,x)a,(t,x, r)=O. (10) 
We construct asymptotic solutions of (10) as follows. Let a’$) = 1, and let 
a’;“) (m 2 1) be a solution of 
a 
arar~)+2C~a:“)-id,a(,“-‘)+iVa:m-1)=0 - 
defined by 
I 
02 
a’,m)(t, x, t) = i - v(t+_u,x+_2~5)a:“-‘)(t+_u,xf2ur,r) du 
0 
-i 
I m(dxa(+m-‘)(~+u,x+2u5,5))du 0 
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They enjoy the property 
if +x.f> -1 +E, [[I >F with s>O, and m#O. 
Let x(x) be a C”-function on R” such that x(x) =O if 1x1 6 1, and 
x(x)= 1 if 1x122. Take F-functions p+(x)=p,(a,, , a2+ ;x) on R such 
that y+(x)=Oif +x<a,+, p+(x)=1 if fx>a,+, and -l<p+(x)<l. 
Now, with a suitable -choice of E,,, + 0, we define a ,(I: x, 4) = 
a,(a,,,a2,, Y, R &x,5) as 
Then Proposition 3.1 follows easily from the construction above. 
By Proposition 3.1, a.(t,.,.)~Sy,~ and pseudo-differential operators 
A,(t)=A,(a,,, a**, y, R; t) defined by (8) are bounded in L*(R”) (cf. 
Kumano-go [ 81). 
4. A MICRO-LOCAL RE.WLVENT ESTIMATE 
We consider pseudo-differential operators P, with symbols p +( t, x, 5) 
which satisfy 
Property (P+). p_,( t, x, 0 are Cm-functions on T x R” x R”; d and pL+ 
are constants such that d > 0; - 1 < p _ < p + < 1; and for any u, 8, k, and 
N, there are constants C,,, and CNklg such that 
(P+ -i) I@ a; qP.k x, 01 
<c,&-‘“’ (<>-‘“1 (f~R,x, PER”), 
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p, are operators into spaces of incoming/outgoing waves with 
approximately disjoint ranges. 
Let R(z) = (K-z))’ be the resolvent of K, and let P, be defined by 
(P+ ti)(t, xl = P*(C x> D,) IC/(t) 
for II/ E X. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose p k satisfy (P + ). Let w E R, m E Z, and J c R be a 
compact set such that J n d = 0. Then for any NE N, there is a constant C 
such that 
Theorem 3 is an extension of the micro-local resolvent estimate due to 
Isozaki and Kitada [S] to time-periodic systems, Since the proof will be 
similar to that in [S], we shall give only an outline. 
Step 1. Set a,(t,x,5)=a,(ol~,uZ~,y,1; t,x,<) with -l<+o,+< 
fa,, < +p, and y2<dist((2r@)Z, J). Suppose b,(t, x, 5) satisfy 
Assumption (P,). Let A + (B, resp.) be the pseudo-differential operators 
with symbols a, (b, resp.) and let T, be the operators defined by (7). 
Define Q + , u,(a), and T,(o) by 
Q, =A,BT 
U,(o)=A, exp(-ioK,)B: (11) 
T,(a)=T, exp(-iaK,)B:. 
Then we see from (7) that 
i$ u,(a)=KU,(a)- T,(a) 
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on C;( T x R”), and hence 
exp(-iaK)Q, = U,(o)--ijOexp{ -i(a-r)K} T,(r)dr (12) 
0 
on 1. 
On the other hand, one can obtain by Propositions 3.1 and the 
stationary phase method (cf. Lemma 2.5 of [5]), 
LEMMA 4.1. For any w, y 20, and k, N EN, there is a constant C such 
that for + (T > 0, 
(I(x)-(w+s) U,(a) (x)“ll <C(a)-7 (13) 
(14) 
II(x)” T,(a) (x)“’ (k-‘II <C(a)-~” (15) 
For the proof, remark that U,(a) can be expressed as 
(u+b)$)(t, I)=-“‘* [a,@, x, 5) 
xexp(i{(x-y)5-ar2})bl(t-cr,1’,5)~(t-a,y)dyd5. 
Then, if we define the Laplace transforms of U+ (6) and T, ((T) by 
O+(Z)= -ijo’R exp(iaz) U,(O) da 
exp(iaz) T+(D) da 
for 2; +_Im z >O, (12) implies 
@IQ, = o,(z) - R(z) f’_+(z) (_+Imz>O), 
and the next estimates follow from Lemma 4.1: 
II(x)-(w+y) O’+(z) <x>y d c 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
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for z: +Imz>O, y> 1. 
Step 2. Equations ( 18)-(21) imply 
IILe+Jww f+(z) (xjW a-W;f,),,ll 
,<CN(k-l)-N (+Imz>O). (22) 
Now, by ( 17), we see 
If w 2 0 and y > 1, the second term can be estimated by Proposition 2.3 and 
(22) as 
(the second term in the R.H.S. of (23)) 
<CC, min((k)-N (m)N, (k)N (m)-N) C2(m--I)-(N+Z) 
<l, min((kjpN (I)N+2, (k)N (I)-‘N-2’) 
if dist(z, b) > E > 0. Moreover, since (x)-(“‘+~) L?,(z) (x)‘” and 
(x)~ f*(z) (x)‘” (D,)-’ are Holder continuous in z by (13)-(16), we 
can take boundary values of these operators on (R\&‘) + io. Thus we have 
proved (cf. Theorem 2.7 of [S]). 
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PROPOSITION 4.1. For w >/ 0 and z > 1, 
ll(~-,((x>-‘“+“~(~+iO) Q,<x)~’ (D,>Y’)c~tf,,L,II 
<C(m)-” (ljN+’ (AeR\Q) 
ll(E+,,((D.)~m’ (x>“‘Q~R(J.liO) (x> ~(w+j’))~~,yfll)m,l/ 
d C(m) --N (l)N+2 (A E R\&). (24) 
One can prove analogously to Lemma 2.10 of [ 51 
LEMMA 4.2. For any w, N > 0 and k E N, 
ll(x)‘l‘Q: U,(o) (x)‘l’II <C(a) -N (+o>O), 
Equation (25 ) implies 
and hence 
dC (+Imz>O) 
Il(R~,,(<-x)-Q: ii,WW’O CiJ,,,II 
dC(m-I)PN (+Im,->O). 
Since by (17) we see 
QTR(AfiO)Q+ =Q: o,(A&-iO)-QrR(A+iO) F,(A+iO), (26) 
combining (22), (24) with (26) we obtain 
PROPOSITION 4.2. For any NE N, 
II(%+,,((~,>-’ (x>“‘Q~WfiO)Q,<x>” (D,) ‘IF;,-f,Lll 
<C(m)PN (ljNf4 (A E R\&). 
Step 3. Analogously to Theorem 3.4 of [S], one can prove 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Suppose p + (t, x, r) satisfy (P + ). Then for any NE N, 
there are b,(t, x, 5) andp,.(t, x, lj) such that 
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0) P, =Q, +p,+, 
(ii) l%$tQN+(f, 4 01 <C,,,(X)-~, 
(iii) b,(t, x, 0 satisfy (P+ ), - 
where Q + are defined by (11). 
Now, taking N > 2w + 2 and letting b, and pN+ be those in 
Proposition 4.3, we have 
f’$ R(l i- io)P, = Q$ R(i + iO)Q_, + Q: R(A + iO)PN* 
+PgTR(l+iO)Q, +P$TR(L+iO)PN+_. (27) 
Hence Theorem 3 follows from Propositions 4.1 and 4.2 and (27). 
5. REPRESENTATION THEOREM FOR S(s) 
In this section, using A f and T, , we construct a representation formula 
of S(S) appropriate for our purpose. 
Let Jc R be a compact set such that Jn 8’ = fa. Set d > 0 so that d* < 
dist(J, &‘), and set 0 <E < 4. Define q(t, x, 5) (j= 1, 2) by 
a,(t,x,5)=a+(-l+s, -1+2s,d,l;t,x,t), 
a,(t,x, C)=~+(E,~E, d, l;t,x, <)+a-(-&, -2&,d, 1; t,x, <). 
Let Aj be operators with symbols uj and let Tj = KA, - AjKo (j= 1,2). 
Clearly, Tj are pseudo-differential operators with symbols tj: 
t~(t,x,5)=t+(-1+~,-1+2~,d,1;t,x,~), 
tz(t,x,C)=t+(~,2~,d, l;t,x,t)+t-(-E, -2~,d, l;t,x,<). 
Hence the next lemma follows immediately from Proposition 3.1. 
LEMMA 5.1. For any N, k, a, j?, 
18 a; qw, x, 01 
<c(x)-” (()I-‘8’ 
(t~R,x&R”;f&(-1, -l+s)u(-1+2s,l)) 
<c(x)-‘-I*l (<)‘-IPI (otherwise), 
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(~ER,x,&R”;.L[E(-1, -~E)u(~E, 1)) 
Qqx)-‘-l”l (<)‘-IPI (otherwise). 
The next lemma follows from Theorem 3 and Lemma 5.1. 
LEMMA 5.2. For any w, m, and N, 
Il(~+,((D,>-‘(x>“‘TfR(I+iO) T,(x)“’ (D.>~')~;~,),,,ll 
6 c,.N(PL)-N (AEJ, PEZ). 
On the other hand, if we define T, by 
“IL;‘+ = s-lim exp( ioK) A, exp( - ia&) E,( I&), 
0’+a: 
one can prove the next lemma easily, using the stationary phase method. 
LEMMA 5.3. 
%+ =^w;E,(Ko) 
945, = w* E,(Ko). 
Remark that (Y - 1) E,(K,) = W”T+ (W*+ - Wz ) and 
exp( ioK) T, exp( - irrK,) E,( K,) da, 
W2, -W2- =i 
s 
+ ic exp( iaK) T2 exp( - ioK,) E,( K,) da. 
~- m 
Then, appealing to Lemma 5.2, the orthodox argument of the stationary 
scattering theory can be carried out to obtain (cf. Theorem 3.3 of [6]) 
PROPOSITION 5.1. For A.EJ, 
L?‘(A) = l -2niF(I) A:T,F(l)* 
+2niF(I1) TfR(k+ i0) T,F(l)*. 
Define operators C, and o,(A) by 
c, =G+Lp ~:7’2Cf,),, 
qA4 = (6 -v T:R(I+ i0) T,fl;f,),,. 
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THEOREM 4. For AEJ, 
S,(1)=6,,-2xiexp isz, F 1-2np C,F(:(l)* 
(A d 
+2niexp(i,s~~)1(1-~~)D,(i)qi).. 
Theorem 4 can be proved by the same procedure as Theorem 2 of [9] from 
Proposition 5.1. 
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
Clearly, it is sufficient o prove the estimate (5) for the integral kernels of 
F((l, - (27tlo)p) C,F(A)* and &‘cn - (27r/w)p) D,(A) p(A)*, respectively. 
Let f(<; x) = exp(ix<) and define d,(A; 5, 5’) (A E J) by 
d&A; t, (‘)= (27r)-“2-l 151 -u4 15’1 -1’4 
x f(5’; .))(x) dx 
for 5 E (A - (27r//w),~)“’ S”- ‘, <’ E 1’12S”- ‘. This is well-defined by 
Lemma 5.2, and it is clear that 
for A E J, tj E L2(1”2S”-‘), and 5 E (A - (27r/0)~)“~S”~ ‘. If one remarks 
that 
a:.f(t; xl = (ix)” f(5; xl, 
Lemma 5.2 implies that for any N, 
ld’f $9 d&c 5, 5’)l 
<C 151-“4 15’1-“4 CO* (5’>* CL&-~ (l>n/2+max(lal, IPI)) 
< C’(p) -N+“4 
(IEJ, FEZ, ~E(A-(~x/w)~)“~ P--l, <‘EA”~S”-‘). 
Thus (5) has been proved for &A - (27r/o),1~) D,(A) p(A)*. 
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On the other hand, let c(t, 5, 5’) be 
c(t, 5, C’) = (2a)-” 2-l I<\ -1’4 llyl -1’4 
x s exp( -ix(5 - l’)} a,(& x, 0 t,(t, x, 5’) dx 
for [, r’ E R”. By Proposition 3.1, we see 
I@ a; q aY,4m 4 5) t,(t, 4 <‘))I , 
< c(x)-‘-l”l (5) -- IPI ([‘)I - IYi 
for any k, ~1, 8, y, and hence integration by parts shows 
for 5 E (,? - (24~0)~)“~ S”- ’ and 5’ E ,I”2S”~ ‘, with A E J. Then it is clear 
from the definition that 
for AEJ, $EL~(L~‘*S”-‘), and 5~(A--(271/0)~)“‘S” ‘. Moreover, (28) 
implies that for any NE N, 
Ia; q.c,(n; 5, 571 
GCN<PYN (~EJ,~E(~-(~~~/w)~)“*S”-‘,~‘EE,“*S~--I) 
if Jo # 0. This completes the proof of (i) and (ii) of Theorem 2. Part (iii) can 
be proved analogously and we omit it. 
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